
 WE OFFER YOU:

 — The chance to become part of a creative, dynamic and 
professional team

 — An open and collaborative studio environment where 
hard work is rewarded with  responsibility and new 
challenges

 — To work on a range of projects in the hospitality, retail  
and entertainment sectors of the industry - throughout all 
phases of our design process 
 
YOU ARE:

 — Curious by nature

 — Creative and confident in concept development and 
bringing ideas to the table

 — Equipped with an eye for attention to detail

 — Self-motivated and able to work independently but also 
collaboratively in a team

 — Used to keeping deadlines and deliveries

 

 YOU HAVE:

 — A Masters degree in the relevant field

 — At least 3 years of professional experience - within 
hospitality design will be considered a plus

 — Great skills in AutoCad, Rhino & V-ray, 
and basic knowledge in the Adobe Suite Software

 — Ability to produce basic technical construction drawings

 — Good graphic sense and layout skills

 — Fluent English oral, reading & writing skills

We are looking for architects 
to join our team in Copenhagen.
Project-based Position | 8 months +

Johannes Torpe Studios Denmark ApS
Nygade 4, 1. | 1164 Copenhagen K | Denmark
www.johannestorpestudios.com

Please send your CV, selected portfolio (<  7 MB)  
and a short motivation letter to:

Kit Sand Ottsen, Architect MAA
kso@johannestorpe.com

We will be taking applications ongoingly

At Johannes Torpe Studios we work with an inter-
disciplinary team focus, combining multiple areas of 
expertise to engage in “holistic” design. Our design style 
is not so much of a style, but more of an approach. Our 
studio’s primary focus is in creating experiences through 

story-telling and building environments for clients and 
brands — both physically and emotionally. We work with 
the brand at the core and delve in to the visions, goals 
and DNA of the companies we work with to create design 
solutions that fulfill a specific purpose. 


